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"This library is useful for practitioners, and is an excellent tool for those entering the field: it is a

set of computer vision algorithms that work as advertised."-William T. Freeman, Computer

Science and Artificial Intelligence Laboratory, Massachusetts Institute of TechnologyLearning

OpenCV puts you in the middle of the rapidly expanding field of computer vision. Written by the

creators of the free open source OpenCV library, this book introduces you to computer vision

and demonstrates how you can quickly build applications that enable computers to "see" and

make decisions based on that data.Computer vision is everywhere-in security systems,

manufacturing inspection systems, medical image analysis, Unmanned Aerial Vehicles, and

more. It stitches Google maps and Google Earth together, checks the pixels on LCD screens,

and makes sure the stitches in your shirt are sewn properly. OpenCV provides an easy-to-use

computer vision framework and a comprehensive library with more than 500 functions that can

run vision code in real time.Learning OpenCV will teach any developer or hobbyist to use the

framework quickly with the help of hands-on exercises in each chapter. This book includes:A

thorough introduction to OpenCVGetting input from camerasTransforming imagesSegmenting

images and shape matchingPattern recognition, including face detectionTracking and motion in

2 and 3 dimensions3D reconstruction from stereo visionMachine learning algorithmsGetting

machines to see is a challenging but entertaining goal. Whether you want to build simple or

sophisticated vision applications, Learning OpenCV is the book you need to get started.

Book DescriptionSoftware That Sees --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition

edition.About the AuthorDr. Gary Rost Bradski is a consulting professor in the CS department

at Stanford University AI Lab where he mentors robotics, machine learning and computer

vision research. He is also Senior Scientist at Willow Garage , a recently founded robotics

research institute/incubator. He has a BS degree in EECS from U.C. Berkeley and a PhD from

Boston University. He has 20 years of industrial experience applying machine learning and

computer vision spanning option trading operations at First Union National Bank, to computer

vision at Intel Research to machine learning in Intel Manufacturing and several startup

companies in between. Gary started the Open Source Computer Vision Library (OpenCV ),

the statistical Machine Learning Library (MLL comes with OpenCV), and the Probabilistic

Network Library (PNL). OpenCV is used around the world in research, government and

commercially. The vision libraries helped develop a notable part of the commercial Intel

performance primitives library (IPP ). Gary also organized the vision team for Stanley, the

Stanford robot that won the DARPA Grand Challenge autonomous race across the desert for a

$2M team prize and helped found the Stanford AI Robotics project at Stanford working with

Professor Andrew Ng. Gary has over 50 publications and 13 issued patents with 18 pending.

He lives in Palo Alto with his wife and 3 daughters and bikes road or mountains as much as he

can.Dr. Adrian Kaehler is a senior scientist at Applied Minds Corporation. His current research

includes topics in machine learning, statistical modeling, computer vision and robotics. Adrian

received his Ph.D. in Theoretical Physics from Columbia university in 1998. Adrian has since

held positions at Intel Corporation and the Stanford University AI Lab, and was a member of

the winning Stanley race team in the DARPA Grand Challenge. He has a variety of published

papers and patents in physics, electrical engineering, computer science, and robotics.--This

text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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Russell Reid, “Outstanding. Not one whisker less.. This is a superb book about an important

and powerful piece of public software. English is my native language, and I am certain it will

not be for all readers, but for me it is hard to imagine doing a better job than this book. Most

books I own are OK to pretty good ( and I own a lot! ); this book vastly outstrips that standard.

It reads as if the authors have a huge amount of expertise, take the trouble to explain not only

the concepts but the relative places of those concepts in the firmament of ideas, and would

really like to help you personally to learn and use those ideas. I suspect it reads like that

because those things are true. OpenCV is huge, therefore explaining it is a contribution all of

us should salute.  I think I'd summarize it with two brief phrases: Wow.  Thank you!”

calvinnme, “A great guide to OpenCV with plenty of context. This book is excellent at exposing

the reader to the various methods available in OpenCV and showing via code examples how to

use each one. The author also gives you the website where you can look at the actual source

code of each method shown. This is helpful since, for example, if you want to know exactly how

the code is going about calculating the Fundamental Matrix, it is difficult to determine this by

reading the book alone.This book would be most useful to someone who already has a

fundamental understanding of computer vision and image processing and wants to see how

OpenCV will make their programming tasks easier. It does this by coding up well known

algorithms into reliable pieces of code that you can use to accomplish more complex tasks. Do

not come to this book if you are seeking to learn computer vision. You will only be confused as

the author does not offer enough detail to teach you the mathematical foundations. However, I

don't think that was his intention at all. Instead it is part user manual, part basic computer

vision tutorial and overview, and part idea book. Each chapter is supplemented with excellent

and interesting programming exercises that test your knowledge of what has been presented in

a practical setting.For a good basic understanding of computer vision try 

  

Computer Vision



  

  

    . To understand the algorithmic underpinnings of 3D computer vision try 

  

Introductory Techniques for 3-D Computer Vision

  

  

    . However, before you read either of these you must read 

  

Digital Image Processing (3rd Edition)

  

  

, since image processing concepts are fundamental to understanding computer vision tasks.

In fact, the two disciplines overlap in many spots. The sad truth of the matter is that no one

book will teach you what you need to know to be an effective image scientist. However, this

book on OpenCV is essential reading on applying the theory via programming in an effective

manner. Highly recommended.”

David M. Stanwick, “Still The Best OpenCV Book Available. Despite all the evolution that

OpenCV has gone through these last five years, and all the available on-line documentation

and newer books that have been published, this is still the most useful and helpful guide. No

other book covers the breadth and depth of OpenCV like this one does.The writing style is a bit

too casual sometimes. I have been a tiny bit annoyed by the authors' breezy treatment of

some important details that I'm struggling with. Nevertheless, there just isn't a better

alternative, or anything even close. I guess I should be grateful that the alternative isn't the

case: excessive, impenetrable formality!Again, this is still the best OpenCV reference available

right now.About a year ago Amazon listed the second edition of this book for pre-order.



Months went by, and they eventually canceled it.  What's up with that?”

John S. Kjellman, “Fantastic reference / textbook. Although I'm new to OpenCV and am only a

few chapters into the book I already can tell that Using OpenCV is very well written and makes

a fantastic source of information for the OpenCV project. Details are given as well as sample

code that clearly explain the nuances of using this library. The authors make it clear that they

intend this text to be used to teach/learn about using OpenCV and do a great job of covering

the basics before moving on to more advanced topics.Be aware you will need to be

knowledgeable about the C language and need a decent math background. The former

because OpenCV is written in C and the later because computer vision processing is math

intensive and while OpenCV has man routines to handle the details you still need an

understanding of the basic math involve to properly utilize them.”

D. Athanasios, “Excellent!. This is a great book, providing an excellent introduction in OpenCV.

The balance between theory and practical examples is very well chosen. The book could serve

equally newcomers and experienced readers. There are a few things that you might need

looking up in some cases, but the important thing is, that with this book you can start using

OpenCV efficiently easily and fast.”

John Montgomery, “OpenCV. This is the standard book covering the OpenCV library - Open

Computer Vision.A boon is it avoids getting too much into the maths, and has many practical,

basic, coding examples explaining the various facilities available in the library. Tracking;

Segmentation, and various forms of image and video analysis.The book is excellent for getting

you started with coding your ideas.”

Mr. Simon O'riordan, “So close to easy. The book encourages early attempts at jumping in;

however, this is a mistake as the early examples simply are not complete and they won't

work.However, persevere with the book and the OpenCV free library, and you will be richly

rewarded.You simply must make extensive use of the index to dig up the information necessary

for completion of the first examples, and perseverence will leave you with a basic test structure

into which you can plug the many image processing functions with minimal changes.This is

fun.Frankly I haven't got the video working yet, and frankly I've been more interested in the

static processing since my job needs this more.I've got the libraries working on both Linux and

XP, with splendid, visually impressive, results.When I get more time I'll be working through to

the advanced examples.Meanwhile, I recommend recent versions of KDevelop-c/c++ if you are

working on Linux; the Library dependencies are even easier than windows.”

The book by Gary Bradski has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 75 people have provided feedback.
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